THE TRUTH ABOUT TRUMP – PRO OR ANTI-VAXX?
A personal Perspective – PLEASE BUCKLE UP!
My recent Facebook group post of a photo of Trump brought up group member comments that
far exceed in numbers comments on the most positive news I’ve shared regarding my vaccine
fight with my daughter’s School District, HHS, DOJ and DOEd. It is clear that we are (have been
manipulated to be?) completely polarized when it comes to President Donald J. Trump,
including within the Anti-Mandatory Vaccine Advocate community.
There appears to be no middle ground: it is 100% against or 100% in favor of Trump’s actions
(with some exemptions on a couple of issues). This strong division in our community is
detrimental to what we want to accomplish: The right to choose our medical options, including
avoiding vaccination. Where I stand in this debate is irrelevant.
Because of this, before I give my opinion, I need to set some ground rules and clarifications,
which I hope you will consider and respect:
I REQUEST NO REPLY POSTS FROM MEMBERS. I request that no one make any comments on
this post; that you limit yourself to reading it and nothing else. This is not to stop anyone from
agreeing or disagreeing with me. By not commenting, I am asking that you read without your
mind wondering away thinking how to post an argument that agrees or disagrees with my
opinion, something you might be tempted to do even before reading my whole post.
Also, by doing this I believe you will be more inclined to listen/read, digest, and objectively
analyze my position. Afterwards, go to sleep and tomorrow you can agree or disagree with me
-- in your own mind or in your own personal or group posts. Again, no reply posts. please!
THE TRUMP PHOTO I SHARED. The Trump photo I shared with the statement that if we vote
republican and they win that Trump will help “Anti-Mandatory Vaccine Advocates” (AMVA), like
you and me (I believe that this title better described the varying degrees of anti-vaccine
activists out there) was sent to me by a group member, Glen Wallaby. I liked it and posted it
because to me it was relevant to our fight, based on my own personal views.
If you noticed on the Trump photo’s statement, the quote/phrase is not in regular quotation
marks (“). Instead, it uses single quotation marks (‘). I understood that to mean that this was
not a direct quote from Trump (and I have never heard of any as noted therein), but simply
someone’s opinion of his possible position and/or with hope that Trump indeed would use his
next 2 years in office to defeat not the vaccine agenda, but the “mandatory” vaccine agenda
(easier to win the latter, and I contend primarily using the religious exemption, regardless of
your religion or personal religious views). I assume Glen interpreted the Trump image the same
way I did when he shared it (I doubt he created the image), but he can correct me if I’m wrong.
CRITICAL THINKING. This term was used in some of the comments. Let me say this: We all have
a general idea of what critical thinking is, but if you search, you will see that there is no concise
definition of the primary rules of critical thinking. I was fortunate in life to have met the man
that figured it out. His name was Walter P. Mann III, an anti-tax, pro-freedom activist, my
constitutional law professor. He summarized the Rules of Critical Thinking as follows, which will
help us apply it:

The First Rule of Critical Thinking is Question Authority
The SECOND FIRST RULE of Critical Thinking is Question Yourself
--- As You Are Your Biggest Authority (the things you already believe, for whichever reason,
founded in facts or not)
I need to confess that prior to Trump running for president I did not like his attitude personally,
as he appears arrogant, self-interested, always promoting himself; but it was obvious that he is
a very intelligent person, knows how to play the political/financial/regulatory (IRS) game and he
moved in the highest circles in the world stage. With this said, here is my take on Trump, in the
simplest way I can present it.
THE TRUTH ABOUT TRUMP – PRO OR ANTI-VAXX?
1. The Democratic and Republican parties are controlled by the same Deep State entities. The
Deep State, as referenced herein is not Comey, Rosenstein, Brennan; nor Shummer or
McConnell, nor even Bush, Obama or Clinton: It is those above them with the greatest
worldwide economic power, such as the Rockefellers (see Aaron Russo interview regarding
revelations by Nick Rockefeller), the Rothschilds, the English Crown, and the Vatican (see my
documentary “History of The World: The Earth’s Religious and Political Power Structures – Then
and Now”), and all the associated corporations that grew around them under their direct
and/or indirect control.
As a note, any reference to the Vatican, the Pope and/or the Catholic Church as an institution
and related corruption, from global control to pedophilia, does not necessarily negate (a) the
existence of Jesus, (b) the writings in the Bible, in particular the New Testament, nor (c) the fact
that the Bible is the foundation of English, and therefore, American Jurisprudence, irrelevant of
who immigrated into the United States and what religion they believed in.
This takes us to the Common Law, going as far back as the Magna Carta, the 1200’s, issued by a
King, crowned by the Church. Question: Who is superior, the person that wears the crown or
the person that has the earthly power to decide who wears it? More important, who is
superior, the person that claims they represent God, or God? Again the importance of claiming
our religious rights. Consider also, US presidents take an oath of office to defend the
constitution -- putting their hand on a Bible, meaning, the Bible is the foundation of law in the
Western World.
2. Trump used the Republican party to launch his presidential campaign. I don’t think he was
ever pro-Republicans or pro-Democrats, his was simply pro-free enterprise, apparently a
religious constitutionalist (try to recall which president in recent history refers to God in more
personal ways in speeches than Trump. See his speeches to that effect, including an Oval Office
prayer with Trump, at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JvSx6frJ40g). From Trump’s first
State of the Union Address:
“PROTECT RELIGIOUS LIBERTIES … FAITH AND FAMILY ARE THE CENTER OF AMERICAN LIFE THE
MOTTO IS ‘IN GOD WE TRUST’ … REMOVE FEDERAL EMPLOYEES WHO UNDERMINE THE PUBLIC
TRUST OR FAIL THE AMERICAN PEOPLE” -- January 30, 2018
Remember, even the Republicans tried to get rid of Trump, until they found themselves forced
to contract with him to support his run for president when he threatened to run as an

independent. See https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/uselection/11842880/Donald-Trump-signs-Republican-loyalty-pledge.html?fbclid=IwAR1Vjm1Kex8mKOOTR3z1gVhOBxhXGbx7AOddnfjaUlyjCesG4xPNYIrq9k.
3. Hillary Clinton was clearly a Democratic candidate that was pro-mandatory vaccines. See the
split photos in my Trump post, also shared by Glenn, on one side Clinton with Pan and on the
other Trump with Wakefield. Can you imagine a photo of a smiling Clinton with Wakefield or
Bobby Kennedy? See Hillary’s Tweet: “The science is clear: The earth is round, the sky is blue,
and #vaccineswork. Let's protect all our kids. #GrandmothersKnowBest.”
See https://www.cnn.com/…/p…/hillary-clinton-vaccines/index.html.
4. Regardless of independent political parties, it has been a reality that no political parties are
allowed to compete in presidential elections other than the Democratic and Republican parties.
Many procedural safeguards are in place in Congress to limit any other serious political party
from participating.
THUS, based on 1, 2 and 3 above, it is clear that if Hillary Clinton where president, not only
would Clinton not support our community, but she and the Democratic party would likely be
promoting forced vaccination. See federal congressman in favor of House Resolution H.R. 327,
mostly Democrats, an attempt to fraudulently deny the link between vaccines and serious and
deadly injury, titled “Recognizing the Importance of Vaccinations and Immunizations in the
United States.” See my Vaccine Class Action Complaint, Amendment One,
at http://tinyurl.com/Vaccine-Complaint-Amendment-1. As to Trump, there have been no
published promotion of vaccines by Trump.
5. Trump has made negative comments on vaccines both in his campaign and prior to it.
See Republican Presidential debate where Trump talks about the dangers of vaccines to the
nation. What presidential candidate or president has ever done that on TV? (he never denied
this claim). See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ye7CtNEUm8M.
Note: Trump may refer to safer vaccines, but so does Bobby and Wakefield, and probably Del –
saying all vaccines are dangerous is political/medical suicide, and unfortunately closes all doors
to debate.
See https://www.thedailybeast.com/donald-trump-charity-gave-to-jenny-mccarthys-anti-vaxxcrusade?fbclid=IwAR3oCGu2Lsv7DTOFmsOzLTCCERpb2NnL3Y1E1qugKniyFGRzUjBmBdjY9OI.
See video of Trump radio interview at http://www.thehealthyfoodfridge.com/trump-warns-flushots-greatest-medical-scam/.
6. Trump hired a pro-vaccine choice advocate to run HHS, Tom Price, who was later forced out
(I feel he was set up by bureaucrats around him, the existing pro-Deep State agents in his
department).
7. Trump met with Bobby Kennedy, as well as Wakefield and others, and allowed them to
present their position on vaccines, even at one point claiming that a vaccine commission would
be establish (I’m not sure if Trump said he was going to created it or if he was considering it).
According to both Bobby and Wakefield, after such visits, they felt Trump would support our
cause.

Now, here is where some have said that Trump has not done anything since, that it was just in a
sense a con game to win votes, because Trump never followed through. Even Bobby made
some statements to that effect in an interview with Del Bigtree, as pointed out by Lisa Bowser;
see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fqT7dgLIyI&fbclid=IwAR2b_TYFbF107pvD1BCdAxZOJE23AmNRpiHg6t-0McUEZuxWdLdWzqXKOQE, at
minute 1:39:43. In the video Del also says that Trump was the one that set up the meeting with
the National Institute of Health at minute 1:22:30.
So was that Trump’s intent, to not follow through on his apparent intent to protect our vaccine
rights, whether personal or religious? Consider this also:
(a) The mainstream media, as well as Hollywood, is almost 100% against Trump and criticizes
Trump at every turn, without acknowledging any of his undeniable accomplishments, especially
those related to the economy, although some of us may have not felt it in our wallets yet. The
anti-Trump attacks are so violent (including physical as we have seen with Antifa) that they all
ultimately end in wanting the impeachment of Trump, even before he was elected! (now even
the impeachment of a Supreme Court judge – the Democratic party’s logic: we want to impeach
Kavanaugh, IF we find something wrong). Remember how Trump and Bobby were immediately
attacked and discredited by all major media when news came out that they meet and the
possible creation of a vaccine commission headed by Bobby.
Note: As used herein, the use of the words Democratic or Republican do not refer to any
private individual (unless you feel it applies to you); but instead refers to the elected officials in
government under such party banners, those that we think we vote into office and then do
nothing to protect our rights to choice, life, liberty and justice.
(b) To win a war, you have to win the majority and or all of major battles. To do so, you have to
determine when to act and when not to act, which battles to wage and when.
(c) When Trump got out of the Paris Accord Agreement the scientific community, mainstream
media, et al (the same ones that tells us that vaccines are safe – “Known Science”, the
“Scientific Consensus”, etc.), immediately attacked Trump as irresponsible, ignorant, delusional
and the like. So now,
(d) IF TRUMP APPEARS TODAY ON TV AND SAYS “VACCINES ARE A FRAUD, THEY HAVE
INJURING THOUSANDS EVERY YEAR, BIG PHARMA HAS LIED TO YOU, THE CDC WAS PAID AND IS
A PARTNER WITH BIG PHARMA IN THIS FRAUD, CONGRESS HAS PROTECTED BIG PHARMA
BECAUSE THEY ARE BOUGHT AND PAID FOR, THE DOCTORS YOU TRUST ARE MAKING
THOUSANDS EVERY TIME THEY CONVINCE YOU TO VACCINATE YOUR CHILDREN, VACCINES
CAUSE AUTISM, AND THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA IS PAID OFF, SO MUCH SO THAT ANYTIME ANY
CLAIMS COMES OUT AGAINST VACCINES, LIKE THE MOVIE “VAXXED,” THEY WILL BE ATTACKED
AND DISCREDITED AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE, ETC.” -- what will be the end result, what will the
media, politicians and medical establishment say in response?
In other words, if Trump were to appear on TV and claim the above, what do you think will
happen? What type of backlash? From a political standpoint – it would be political suicide!
Further, Trump would be against the most powerful lobby in the US, if not the World, with
unlimited dollars. Don’t we all agree that the masses have been convinced by the media, health
departments and their doctors that vaccines are safe and we (you and me) are crazy tinfoil-hat

anti-vaccine activists? CNN would proclaim “Tinfoil Hat Trump” was running our government,
more than they do now.
Note: Even Trump knows this. If I remember correctly, it was decided that the Trump-Wakefield
meeting story and photo would not be published until after the election precisely to avoid such
news affecting his election.
8. STOP. Don’t go to 9 until you at least think of # 7 above for 2 or 3 minutes …
9. CAN TRUMP BE A DEEP STATE AGENT? -- YES!
Let me expand on this. The Establishment’s strategy is Divide and Conquer, a pretty obvious
strategy to win a battle and war. We are heavily divided on issues, represented by the
Democratic or Republican parties, that although they are important, moral (defined by each
party) and related to our rights, such as religious rights, right to bear arms, abortion, LGBT+
rights, racial discrimination, immigration, and now gender discrimination (the newest most
powerful way to divide society: Man vs Woman, mass division to the lowest denominator), and
each one of these things will impact our lives, at the end of the day, both parties have advanced
(in some cases kept silent about) the same goals that affect us most in a global sense: (a)
mandatory vaccination, (b) forced medical interventions, such as in the case of children
diagnosed with cancer forced to take chemotherapy, (c) the attack on all homeopathic
therapies and their proponents, including destroying reputations and jailing, if not killing such
proponents; (d) the fluoridation of water, (e) toxic geoengineering of our skies, (f) depopulation
strategies, etc.
As Mary Gunderson said in a post, “Since all the systems we have to deal with are corrupt, this
is our last hope.” With no other options, we can only go with what is available, republican or
democrat. Translated, when it comes to Trump: We cannot expect a beautiful bunny, as
adorable as it may be, to defeat a pack of wolves. You need a grizzly bear. Will it roar and
sometimes feel overbearing? Of course, he is a grizzly bear after all. It’s not about the
appearance, it is not about the things we don’t like – it is about results: Defeating The Wolf!
Liking three out of five – as long as we win the vaccine war! An Indiana Jones that draws a gun
when the enemy draws a sword. Trump does not fuck around, when attacked he returns a
strong punch (ask Hillary: when her co-conspirators revealed the Trump Access Hollywood tape,
Trump did a checkmate by doing a press conference with the Bill Clinton sex abuse accusers,
then sat them next to Bill Clinton in a Trump/Hillary debate --- That’s the type of guy I think we
need. See the interview at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jDUBz53hBk. CNN did a story
on it, but apparently their audio did not work,
see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0b8SfuBO4-8, so they just presented their opinion.
CONCLUSION. Have you ever heard the joke about the ant and the elephant? If you have not, it
doesn’t matter, an ant (you and me individually) can never be as strong as an elephant (the
police/military force of the government to impose such policies as noted above upon the
masses).
So my conclusion is that both the Democrats and Republicans are against us, and we can only
choose one of the two, in this case, Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump, and based on the above, I
would definitely choose Trump, not because he will do what I hope he will do in all respects (I
am against some of his policies, including the bombing of Syria), which might include helping us
defeat the mandatory vaccine agenda, but because if any of the two would be in favor of our
freedom and rights, it would not be Clinton, it would be Trump. Right now there is no third
option, short of an armed revolution.

BEING OPTIMISTIC
Those of you that have been following my story and my efforts have seen how I have filed two
separate official complaints with President Trump, DOJ, HHS and DOEd as to our right not to
vaccinate, and how these agencies have acted against me at every turn; how I’ve submitted
appeals and have persisted against their decisions not to investigate my claims of criminal
activity when it comes to the Big Pharma/CDC conspiracy against all of us. Do I blame Trump for
my defeats because these are all administrative agency supposedly under his control? No, I
can’t, not after seeing how other Deep State executive branch operatives (not to mention
congressional) have worked against his legitimate presidency (think DOJ, FBI as has been
uncovered by such operative’s emails in such conspiracy to first stop his presidency and now to
take it away).
So, if I’m correct, what could be Trump’s strategy as to vaccines? For now, I can only come to
one conclusion, and if I were to put it in words for him, as a message to us AMVAs, this would
be the message:
“My fellow Anti-Mandatory Vaccine Advocates: I can only do so much. You can clearly see
that I am attacked on every move I may make in your favor. We have a whole
medical/political establishment against us when it comes to vaccines. At this time, I cannot
come forward and champion your cause, because if I do, not only would the propaganda
machine be against me, but worse, it would be against our cause … But I have done as much
as I can, behind the scenes, and sometimes in public.
“So please, don’t lose faith, trust the Plan (see Q Documentary, “Q - The Plan to Save The
World; see also Q’s posts, at https://qanon.pub/); do as much as you can to expose the fraud,
like Bobby, Del, Ricardo and others have done, make it public, get others to join you, expose
the lie, and give me all the ammunition I can use to support you. Your battle is important:
America cannot be great with 50% of the population being autistic to some lower or higher
degree. But there are many battles required to win this war – each one of us must do his/her
part. Where We Go One We Go All!”
From a political point of view, I have no other viable option to offer our community, only
Trump. I continue to fight the corrupt county, state and federal agencies, it’s all I can do – but I
do my best. That is why I noted on my original Trump picture post: “HOPE”. The ant, the
elephant, my children. All I can do is do my best, including supporting Trump. I hope we all
unite for the same purpose. Thus, if you vote republican and convince others to do so, I think
we can increase or chances of winning the mandatory vaccine fight. As I think I have proven
above, and as Trump would again say now: What Do We Have to Lose?
If I were Trump and had so many battles to fight, I would be strategic, taking a step at a time,
against all odds, to win the ultimate war – the war against our rights to determine our health
choices. Trump said it clearly: You don’t tell the enemy your plans. Which also means, you don’t
give them voluntarily anything they can use against you.
One person said in a post, “And then, they either don't keep their word or they find out who's
really in charge. The ones that keep their word are assassinated. Illusions.” My friend, we

cannot attack Trump for what others have done, or disregard a well-intentioned person
because he/she might be killed. Hope, this is the energy that can keep us moving forward.
Again, please do not make comments on this post. However, you are welcome to share or
reproduce this post in your own page and to comment there; and if you wish, link my name to it
so I can read your comments, in case you want me to make any response and I decide to do so.
As a final note, remember: When commenting on posts:
If you say to someone “your wrong,” it means you believe you are right, discrediting the other
party in the process. It is more appropriate to say, I disagree – as at the end of the day only one
can be right, and it may not be you or me. Consideration and respect for each other’s opinion
are the only things that will help us unite to defeat this mandatory vaccine well-financed war
against all of us.
With Love and Hope
Pastor Ricardo Beas
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